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Abstract. Understanding passenger intents and extracting relevant slots
are important building blocks towards developing contextual dialogue
systems for natural interactions in autonomous vehicles (AV). In this
work, we explored AMIE (Automated-vehicle Multi-modal In-cabin Ex-
perience), the in-cabin agent responsible for handling certain passenger-
vehicle interactions. When the passengers give instructions to AMIE, the
agent should parse such commands properly and trigger the appropriate
functionality of the AV system. In our current explorations, we focused
on AMIE scenarios describing usages around setting or changing the des-
tination and route, updating driving behavior or speed, finishing the trip
and other use-cases to support various natural commands. We collected a
multi-modal in-cabin dataset with multi-turn dialogues between the pas-
sengers and AMIE using a Wizard-of-Oz scheme via a realistic scavenger
hunt game activity. After exploring various recent Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) based techniques, we introduced our own hierarchical joint
models to recognize passenger intents along with relevant slots associ-
ated with the action to be performed in AV scenarios. Our experimental
results outperformed certain competitive baselines and achieved overall
F1-scores of 0.91 for utterance-level intent detection and 0.96 for slot fill-
ing tasks. In addition, we conducted initial speech-to-text explorations
by comparing intent/slot models trained and tested on human transcrip-
tions versus noisy Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) outputs. Finally,
we compared the results with single passenger rides versus the rides with
multiple passengers.

Keywords: Intent recognition · Slot filling · Hierarchical joint learning
· Spoken language understanding (SLU) · In-cabin dialogue agent.

1 Introduction

One of the exciting yet challenging areas of research in Intelligent Transporta-
tion Systems is developing context-awareness technologies that can enable au-
tonomous vehicles to interact with their passengers, understand passenger con-
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text and situations, and take appropriate actions accordingly. To this end, build-
ing multi-modal dialogue understanding capabilities situated in the in-cabin con-
text is crucial to enhance passenger comfort and gain user confidence in AV in-
teraction systems. Among many components of such systems, intent recognition
and slot filling modules are one of the core building blocks towards carrying out
successful dialogue with passengers. As an initial attempt to tackle some of those
challenges, this study introduce in-cabin intent detection and slot filling models
to identify passengers’ intent and extract semantic frames from the natural lan-
guage utterances in AV. The proposed models are developed by leveraging User
Experience (UX) grounded realistic (ecologically valid) in-cabin dataset. This
dataset is generated with naturalistic passenger behaviors, multiple passenger
interactions, and with presence of a Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) agent in moving vehi-
cles with noisy road conditions.

1.1 Background

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [7] are widely-used for tempo-
ral sequence learning or time-series modeling in Natural Language Processing
(NLP). These neural networks are commonly employed for sequence-to-sequence
(seq2seq) and sequence-to-one (seq2one) modeling problems, including slot filling
tasks [11] and utterance-level intent classification [5, 16] which are well-studied
for various application domains. Bidirectional LSTMs (Bi-LSTMs) [17] are ex-
tensions of traditional LSTMs which are proposed to improve model performance
on sequence classification problems even further. Jointly modeling slot extrac-
tion and intent recognition [5, 24] is also explored in several architectures for
task-specific applications in NLP. Using Attention mechanism [15, 23] on top
of RNNs is yet another recent break-through to elevate the model performance
by attending inherently crucial sub-modules of given input. There exist various
architectures to build hierarchical learning models [26, 10, 21] for document-to-
sentence level, and sentence-to-word level classification tasks, which are highly
domain-dependent and task-specific.

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology has recently achieved human-
level accuracy in many fields [22, 19]. For spoken language understanding (SLU),
it is shown that training SLU models on true text input (i.e., human transcrip-
tions) versus noisy speech input (i.e., ASR outputs) can achieve varying results
[9]. Even greater performance degradations are expected in more challenging and
realistic setups with noisy environments, such as moving vehicles in actual traf-
fic conditions. As an example, a recent work [25] attempts to classify sentences
as navigation-related or not using the DARPA supported CU-Move in-vehicle
speech corpus [6], a relatively old and large corpus focusing on route navigation.
For this binary intent classification task, the authors observed that detection per-
formances are largely affected by high ASR error rates due to background noise
and multi-speakers in CU-Move dataset (not publicly available). For in-cabin
dialogue between car assistants and driver/passengers, recent studies explored
creating a public dataset using a WoZ approach [3], and improving ASR for
passenger speech recognition [4].
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A preliminary report on research designed to collect data for human-agent
interactions in a moving vehicle is presented in a previous study [18], with qual-
itative analysis on initial observations and user interviews. Our current study
is focused on the quantitative analysis of natural language interactions found
in this in-vehicle dataset, where we address intent detection and slot extraction
tasks for passengers interacting with the AMIE in-cabin agent.

Contributions. In this study, we propose a UX grounded realistic intent recog-
nition and slot filling models with naturalistic passenger-vehicle interactions in
moving vehicles. Based on observed interactions, we defined in-vehicle intent
types and refined their relevant slots through a data driven process. After ex-
ploring existing approaches for jointly training intents and slots, we applied
certain variations of these models that perform best on our dataset to support
various natural commands for interacting with the car-agent. The main dif-
ferences in our proposed models can be summarized as follows: (1) Using the
extracted intent keywords in addition to the slots to jointly model them with
utterance-level intents (where most of the previous work [26, 10] only join slots
and utterance-level intents, ignoring the intent keywords); (2) The 2-level hierar-
chy we defined by word-level detection/extraction for slots and intent keywords
first, and then filtering-out predicted non-slot and non-intent keywords instead
of feeding them into the upper levels of the network (i.e., instead of using stacked
RNNs with multiple recurrent hidden layers for the full utterance [10, 21], which
are computationally costly for long utterances with many non-slot & non-intent-
related words), and finally using only the predicted valid-slots and intent-related
keywords as an input to the second level of the hierarchy; (3) Extending joint
models [5, 24] to include both beginning-of-utterance and end-of-utterance to-
kens to leverage Bi-LSTMs (after observing that we achieved better results by
doing so). We compared our intent detection and slot filling results with the re-
sults obtained from Dialogflow1, a commercially available intent-based dialogue
system by Google, and showed that our proposed models perform better for both
tasks on the same dataset. We also conducted initial speech-to-text explorations
by comparing models trained and tested (10-fold CV) on human transcriptions
versus noisy ASR outputs (via Cloud Speech-to-Text2). Finally, we compared
the results with single passenger rides versus the rides with multiple passengers.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data Collection and Annotation

Our AV in-cabin dataset includes around 30 hours of multi-modal data collected
from 30 passengers (15 female, 15 male) in a total of 20 rides/sessions. In 10
sessions, single passenger was present (i.e., singletons), whereas the remaining

1 https://dialogflow.com
2 https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text/
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Fig. 1: AMIE In-cabin Data Collection Setup

10 sessions include two passengers (i.e., dyads) interacting with the vehicle. The
data is collected ”in the wild” on the streets of Richmond, British Columbia,
Canada. Each ride lasted about 1 hour or more. The vehicle is modified to hide
the operator and the human acting as in-cabin agent from the passengers, using
a variation of WoZ approach [20]. Participants sit in the back of the car and are
separated by a semi-sound proof and translucent screen from the human driver
and the WoZ AMIE agent at the front. In each session, the participants were
playing a scavenger hunt game by receiving instructions over the phone from the
Game Master. Passengers treat the car as AV and communicate with the WoZ
AMIE agent via speech commands. Game objectives require passengers to inter-
act naturally with the agent to go to certain destinations, update routes, stop the
vehicle, give specific directions regarding where to pull over or park (sometimes
with gesture), find landmarks, change speed, get in and out of the vehicle, etc.
Further details of the data collection design and scavenger hunt protocol can be
found in the preliminary study [18]. See Fig. 1 for the vehicle instrumentation to
enhance multi-modal data collection setup. Our study is the initial work on this
multi-modal dataset to develop intent detection and slot filling models, where
we leveraged from the back-driver video/audio stream recorded by an RGB cam-
era (facing towards the passengers) for manual transcription and annotation of
in-cabin utterances. In addition, we used the audio data recorded by Lapel 1
Audio and Lapel 2 Audio (Fig. 1) as our input resources for the ASR.

For in-cabin intent understanding, we described 4 groups of usages to support
various natural commands for interacting with the vehicle: (1) Set/Change Des-
tination/Route (including turn-by-turn instructions), (2) Set/Change Driving
Behavior/Speed, (3) Finishing the Trip Use-cases, and (4) Others (open/close
door/window/trunk, turn music/radio on/off, change AC/temperature, show
map, etc.). According to those scenarios, 10 types of passenger intents are iden-
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Table 1: AMIE Dataset Statistics: Utterance-level Intent Types

AMIE Scenario Intent Type Utterance Count

Stop 317
Finishing the Trip Park 450

Use-cases PullOver 295
DropOff 281

Set/Change SetDestination 552
Destination/Route SetRoute 676

Set/Change GoFaster 265
Driving Behavior/Speed GoSlower 238

Others OpenDoor 142
(Door, Music, etc.) Other 202

Total 3418

tified and annotated as follows: SetDestination, SetRoute, GoFaster, GoSlower,
Stop, Park, PullOver, DropOff, OpenDoor, and Other. For slot filling task, rele-
vant slots are identified and annotated as: Location, Position/Direction, Object,
Time Guidance, Person, Gesture/Gaze (e.g., ‘this’, ‘that’, ‘over there’, etc.),
and None/O. In addition to utterance-level intents and slots, word-level intent
related keywords are annotated as Intent. We obtained 1331 utterances having
commands to AMIE agent from our in-cabin dataset. We expanded this dataset
via the creation of similar tasks on Amazon Mechanical Turk [2] and reached
3418 utterances with intents in total. Intent and slot annotations are obtained on
the transcribed utterances by majority voting of 3 annotators. Those annotation
results for utterance-level intent types, slots and intent keywords can be found
in Table 1 and Table 2 as a summary of dataset statistics.

Table 2: AMIE Dataset Statistics: Slots and Intent Keywords

Slot Type Slot Count Keyword Type Keyword Count

Location 4460 Intent 5921
Position/Direction 3187 Non-Intent 25000

Person 1360 Valid-Slot 10954
Object 632 Non-Slot 19967

Time Guidance 792 Intent ∪ Valid-Slot 16875
Gesture/Gaze 523 Non-Intent ∩ Non-Slot 14046

None 19967

Total 30921 Total 30921
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2.2 Detecting Utterance-level Intent Types

As a baseline system, we implemented term-frequency and rule-based mapping
mechanisms from word-level intent keywords extraction to utterance-level intent
recognition. To further improve the utterance-level performance, we explored
various RNN architectures and developed a hierarchical (2-level) models to rec-
ognize passenger intents along with relevant entities/slots in utterances. Our
hierarchical model has the following 2-levels:

– Level-1: Word-level extraction (to automatically detect/predict and elimi-
nate non-slot & non-intent keywords first, as they would not carry much
information for understanding the utterance-level intent-type).

– Level-2: Utterance-level recognition (to detect final intent-types from given
utterances, by using valid slots and intent keywords as inputs only, which
are detected at Level-1).

RNN with LSTM Cells for Sequence Modeling. In this study, we em-
ployed an RNN architecture with LSTM cells that are designed to exploit long
range dependencies in sequential data. LSTM has memory cell state to store rel-
evant information and various gates, which can mitigate the vanishing gradient
problem [7]. Given the input xt at time t, and hidden state from the previ-
ous time step ht−1, the hidden and output layers for the current time step are
computed. The LSTM architecture is specified by the following equations:

it = σ(Wxixt +Whiht−1 + bi) (1)

ft = σ(Wxfxt +Whfht−1 + bf ) (2)

ot = σ(Wxoxt +Whoht−1 + bo) (3)

gt = tanh(Wxgxt +Whght−1 + bg) (4)

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � gt (5)

ht = ot � tanh(ct) (6)

where W and b denote the weight matrices and bias terms, respectively. The sig-
moid (σ) and tanh are activation functions applied element-wise, and � denotes
the element-wise vector product. LSTM has a memory vector ct to read/write
or reset using a gating mechanism and activation functions. Here, input gate it
scales down the input, the forget gate ft scales down the memory vector ct, and
the output gate ot scales down the output to achieve final ht, which is used to
predict yt (through a softmax activation). Similar to LSTMs, GRUs [1] are pro-
posed as a simpler and faster alternative, having only reset and update gates. For
Bi-LSTM [17, 5], two LSTM architectures are traversed in forward and backward
directions, where their hidden layers are concatenated to compute the output.

Extracting Slots and Intent Keywords. For slot filling and intent keywords
extraction, we experimented with various configurations of seq2seq LSTMs [16]
and GRUs [1], as well as Bi-LSTMs [17]. A sample network architecture can be
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Fig. 2: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM Network for Slot Filling and Intent Keyword Extraction

seen in Fig. 2 where we jointly trained slots and intent keywords. The passenger
utterance is fed into LSTM/GRU network via an embedding layer as a sequence
of words, which are transformed into word vectors. We also experimented with
GloVe [14], word2vec [12, 13], and fastText [8] as pre-trained word embeddings.
To prevent overfitting, we used a dropout layer with 0.5 rate for regularization.
Best performing results are obtained with Bi-LSTMs and GloVe embeddings (6B
tokens, 400K vocabulary size, vector dimension 100).

Utterance-level Recognition. For utterance-level intent detection, we mainly
experimented with 5 groups of models: (1) Hybrid: RNN + Rule-based, (2)
Separate: Seq2one Bi-LSTM with Attention, (3) Joint: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for
slots/intent keywords & utterance-level intents, (4) Hierarchical & Separate, (5)
Hierarchical & Joint. For (1), we detect/extract intent keywords and slots (via
RNN) and map them into utterance-level intent-types (rule-based). For (2), we
feed the whole utterance as input sequence and intent-type as single target into
Bi-LSTM network with Attention mechanism. For (3), we jointly train word-level
intent keywords/slots and utterance-level intents (by adding <BOU>/<EOU>
terms to the beginning/end of utterances with intent-types as their labels). For
(4) and (5), we detect/extract intent keywords/slots first, and then only feed the
predicted keywords/slots as a sequence into (2) and (3), respectively.

3 Experiments and Results

3.1 Utterance-Level Intent Detection Experiments

The details of 5 groups of models and their variations that we experimented with
for utterance-level intent recognition are summarized in this section.

Hybrid Models. Instead of purely relying on machine learning (ML) or deep
learning (DL) system, hybrid models leverage both ML/DL and rule-based sys-
tems. In this model, we defined our hybrid approach as using RNNs first for
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Fig. 3: Hybrid Models Network Architecture

detecting/extracting intent keywords and slots; then applying rule-based map-
ping mechanisms to identify utterance-level intents (using the predicted intent
keywords and slots). A sample network architecture can be seen in Fig. 3 where
we leveraged seq2seq Bi-LSTM networks for word-level extraction before the
rule-based mapping to utterance-level intent classes. The model variations are
defined based on varying mapping mechanisms and networks as follows:

– Hybrid-0: RNN (Seq2seq LSTM for intent keywords extraction) + Rule-
based (mapping extracted intent keywords to utterance-level intents)

– Hybrid-1: RNN (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords extraction) + Rule-
based (mapping extracted intent keywords to utterance-level intents)

– Hybrid-2: RNN (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords & slots extraction) +
Rule-based (mapping extracted intent keywords & Position/Direction slots
to utterance-level intents)

– Hybrid-3: RNN (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords & slots extraction) +
Rule-based (mapping extracted intent keywords & all slots to utterance-level
intents)

Separate Seq2one Models. This approach is based on separately training
sequence-to-one RNNs for utterance-level intents only. These are called separate
models as we do not leverage any information from the slot or intent keyword tags
(i.e., utterance-level intents are not jointly trained with slots/intent keywords).
Note that in seq2one models, we feed the utterance as an input sequence and
the LSTM layer will only return the hidden state output at the last time step.
This single output (or concatenated output of last hidden states from the for-
ward and backward LSTMs in Bi-LSTM case) will be used to classify the intent
type of the given utterance. The idea behind is that the last hidden state of
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(a) Separate Seq2one Network (b) Separate Seq2one with Attention

Fig. 4: Separate Models Network Architecture

the sequence will contain a latent semantic representation of the whole input
utterance, which can be utilized for utterance-level intent prediction. See Fig. 4
(a) for sample network architecture of the seq2one Bi-LSTM network. Note that
in the Bi-LSTM implementation for seq2one learning (i.e., when not returning
sequences), the outputs of backward/reverse LSTM is actually ordered in re-
verse time steps (tlast ... tfirst). Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a), we actually
concatenate the hidden state outputs of forward LSTM at last time step and
backward LSTM at first time step (i.e., first word in a given utterance), and
then feed this merged result to the dense layer. Fig. 4 (b) depicts the seq2one
Bi-LSTM network with Attention mechanism applied on top of Bi-LSTM layers.
For the Attention case, the hidden state outputs of all time steps are fed into
the Attention mechanism that will allow to point at specific words in a sequence
when computing a single output [15]. Another variation of Attention mechanism
we examined is the AttentionWithContext, which incorporates a context/query
vector jointly learned during the training process to assist the attention [23]. All
seq2one model variations we experimented with can be summarized as follows:

– Separate-0: Seq2one LSTM for utterance-level intents
– Separate-1: Seq2one Bi-LSTM for utterance-level intents
– Separate-2: Seq2one Bi-LSTM with Attention [15] for utterance-level intents
– Separate-3: Seq2one Bi-LSTM with AttentionWithContext [23] for utterance-

level intents

Joint Seq2seq Models. Using sequence-to-sequence networks, the approach
here is jointly training annotated utterance-level intents and slots/intent key-
words by adding <BOU>/ <EOU> tokens to the beginning/end of each ut-
terance, with utterance-level intent-type as labels of such tokens. Our approach
is an extension of [5], in which only an <EOS> term is added with intent-type
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Fig. 5: Joint Models Network Architecture

tags associated to this sentence final token, both for LSTM and Bi-LSTM cases.
However, we experimented with adding both <BOU> and <EOU> terms as
Bi-LSTMs will be used for seq2seq learning, and we observed that slightly bet-
ter results can be achieved by doing so. The idea behind is that, since this is
a seq2seq learning problem, at the last time step (i.e., prediction at <EOU>)
the reverse pass in Bi-LSTM would be incomplete (refer to Fig. 4 (a) to observe
the last Bi-LSTM cell). Therefore, adding <BOU> token and leveraging the
backward LSTM output at first time step (i.e., prediction at <BOU>) would
potentially help for joint seq2seq learning. An overall network architecture can
be found in Fig. 5 for our joint models. We will report the experimental results
on two variations (with and without intent keywords) as follows:

– Joint-1: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for utterance-level intent detection (jointly trained
with slots)

– Joint-2: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for utterance-level intent detection (jointly trained
with slots & intent keywords)

Hierarchical & Separate Models. Proposed hierarchical models are detect-
ing/extracting intent keywords & slots using sequence-to-sequence networks first
(i.e., level-1), and then feeding only the words that are predicted as intent key-
words & valid slots (i.e., not the ones that are predicted as None/O) as an input
sequence to various separate sequence-to-one models (described above) to rec-
ognize final utterance-level intents (i.e., level-2). A sample network architecture
is given in Fig. 6 (a). The idea behind filtering out non-slot and non-intent key-
words here resembles providing a summary of input sequence to the upper levels
of the network hierarchy, where we actually learn this summarized sequence of
keywords using another RNN layer. This would potentially result in focusing
the utterance-level classification problem on the most salient words of the in-
put sequences (i.e., intent keywords & slots) and also effectively reducing the
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(a) Hierarchical & Separate Model (b) Hierarchical & Joint Model

Fig. 6: Hierarchical Models Network Architecture

length of input sequences (i.e., improving the long-term dependency issues ob-
served in longer sequences). Note that according to our dataset statistics given
in Table 2, 45% of the words found in transcribed utterances with passenger
intents are annotated as non-slot and non-intent keywords (e.g., ’please’, ’okay’,
’can’, ’could’, incomplete/interrupted words, filler sounds like ’uh’/’um’, certain
stop words, punctuation, and many others that are not related to intent/slots).
Therefore, the proposed approach would result in reducing the sequence length
nearly by half at the input layer of level-2 for utterance-level recognition. For
hierarchical & separate models, we experimented with 4 variations based on
which separate model used at the second level of the hierarchy, and these are
summarized as follows:

– Hierarchical & Separate-0: Level-1 (Seq2seq LSTM for intent keywords &
slots extraction) + Level-2 (Separate-0: Seq2one LSTM for utterance-level
intent detection)

– Hierarchical & Separate-1: Level-1 (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords &
slots extraction) + Level-2 (Separate-1: Seq2one Bi-LSTM for utterance-level
intent detection)

– Hierarchical & Separate-2: Level-1 (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords &
slots extraction) + Level-2 (Separate-2: Seq2one Bi-LSTM + Attention for
utterance-level intent detection)

– Hierarchical & Separate-3: Level-1 (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords &
slots extraction) + Level-2 (Separate-3: Seq2one Bi-LSTM + AttentionWith-
Context for utterance-level intent detection)

Hierarchical & Joint Models. Proposed hierarchical models detect/extract
intent keywords & slots using sequence-to-sequence networks first, and then only
the words that are predicted as intent keywords & valid slots (i.e., not the ones
that are predicted as None/O) are fed as input to the joint sequence-to-sequence
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models (described above). See Fig. 6 (b) for sample network architecture. Af-
ter the filtering or summarization of sequence at level-1, <BOU> and <EOU>
tokens are appended to the shorter input sequence before level-2 for joint learn-
ing. Note that in this case, using Joint-1 model (jointly training annotated slots
& utterance-level intents) for the second level of the hierarchy would not make
much sense (without intent keywords). Hence, Joint-2 model is used for the sec-
ond level as described below:

– Hierarchical & Joint-2: Level-1 (Seq2seq Bi-LSTM for intent keywords &
slots extraction) + Level-2 (Joint-2 Seq2seq models with slots & intent key-
words & utterance-level intents)

Table 3 summarizes the results of various approaches we investigated for
utterance-level intent understanding. We achieved 0.91 overall F1-score with
our best-performing model, namely Hierarchical & Joint-2. All model results
are obtained via 10-fold cross-validation (10-fold CV) on the same dataset. For
our AMIE scenarios, Table 4 shows the intent-wise detection results with the
initial (Hybrid-0 ) and currently best performing (H-Joint-2 ) intent recognizers.
With our best model (H-Joint-2 ), relatively problematic SetDestination and
SetRoute intents detection performances in baseline model (Hybrid-0 ) jumped
from 0.78 to 0.89 and 0.75 to 0.88, respectively.

We compared our intent detection results with the Dialogflow’s Detect Intent
API. The same AMIE dataset is used to train and test (10-fold CV) Dialogflow’s
intent detection and slot filling modules, using the recommended hybrid mode
(rule-based and ML). As shown in Table 4, an overall F1-score of 0.89 is achieved
with Dialogflow for the same task. As you can see, our Hierarchical & Joint
models obtained higher results than the Dialogflow for 8 out of 10 intent types.

Table 3: Utterance-level Intent Detection Performance Results (10-fold CV)

Model Type Prec Rec F1

Hybrid-0: RNN (LSTM) + Rule-based (intent keywords) 0.86 0.85 0.85
Hybrid-1: RNN (Bi-LSTM) + Rule-based (intent keywords) 0.87 0.86 0.86
Hybrid-2: RNN (Bi-LSTM) + Rule-based (intent keywords & Pos slots) 0.89 0.88 0.88
Hybrid-3: RNN (Bi-LSTM) + Rule-based (intent keywords & all slots) 0.90 0.90 0.90

Separate-0: Seq2one LSTM 0.87 0.86 0.86
Separate-1: Seq2one Bi-LSTM 0.88 0.88 0.88
Separate-2: Seq2one Bi-LSTM + Attention 0.88 0.88 0.88
Separate-3: Seq2one Bi-LSTM + AttentionWithContext 0.89 0.89 0.89

Joint-1: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM (uttr-level intents & slots) 0.88 0.87 0.87
Joint-2: Seq2seq Bi-LSTM (uttr-level intents & slots & intent keywords) 0.89 0.88 0.88

Hierarchical & Separate-0 (LSTM) 0.88 0.87 0.87
Hierarchical & Separate-1 (Bi-LSTM) 0.90 0.90 0.90
Hierarchical & Separate-2 (Bi-LSTM + Attention) 0.90 0.90 0.90
Hierarchical & Separate-3 (Bi-LSTM + AttentionWithContext) 0.90 0.90 0.90

Hierarchical & Joint-2 (uttr-level intents & slots & intent keywords) 0.91 0.90 0.91
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Table 4: Intent-wise Performance Results of Utterance-level Intent Detection

AMIE Intent Our Intent Detection Models Dialogflow
Scenario Type Baseline (Hybrid-0) Best (H-Joint-2) Intent Detection

Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

Finishing Stop 0.88 0.91 0.90 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.90 0.90
the Trip Park 0.96 0.87 0.91 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.88 0.91

PullOver 0.95 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.97 0.96
DropOff 0.90 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.91 0.93

Dest/Route SetDest 0.70 0.88 0.78 0.89 0.90 0.89 0.84 0.91 0.87
SetRoute 0.80 0.71 0.75 0.86 0.89 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.84

Speed GoFaster 0.86 0.89 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.94 0.92 0.93
GoSlower 0.92 0.84 0.88 0.89 0.86 0.88 0.93 0.87 0.90

Others OpenDoor 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.93
Other 0.92 0.72 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.88 0.73 0.80

Overall 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.91 0.90 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.89

3.2 Slot Filling and Intent Keyword Extraction Experiments

Slot filling and intent keyword extraction results are given in Table 5 and Table 6,
respectively. For slot extraction, we reached 0.96 overall F1-score using seq2seq
Bi-LSTM model, which is slightly better than using LSTM model. Although
the overall performance is slightly improved with Bi-LSTM model, relatively
problematic Object, Time Guidance, Gesture/Gaze slots F1-score performances
increased from 0.80 to 0.89, 0.80 to 0.85, and 0.87 to 0.92, respectively. Note that
with Dialogflow, we reached 0.92 overall F1-score for the entity/slot filling task
on the same dataset. As you can see, our models reached significantly higher
F1-scores than the Dialogflow for 6 out of 7 slot types (except Time Guidance).

Table 5: Slot Filling Results (10-fold CV)

Our Slot Filling Models Dialogflow
Se2qseq LSTM Se2qseq Bi-LSTM Slot Filling

Slot Type Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1

Location 0.94 0.92 0.93 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.81 0.87
Position/Direction 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.91 0.92 0.91

Person 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.76 0.85
Object 0.82 0.79 0.80 0.93 0.85 0.89 0.96 0.70 0.81

Time Guidance 0.88 0.73 0.80 0.90 0.80 0.85 0.93 0.82 0.87
Gesture/Gaze 0.86 0.88 0.87 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.86 0.65 0.74

None 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.92 0.98 0.95

Overall 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.92 0.92 0.92
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Table 6: Intent Keyword Extraction Results (10-fold CV)

Keyword Type Prec Rec F1

Intent 0.95 0.93 0.94
Non-Intent 0.98 0.99 0.99

Overall 0.98 0.98 0.98

3.3 Speech-to-Text Experiments for AMIE: Training and Testing
Models on ASR Outputs

For transcriptions, utterance-level audio clips were extracted from the passenger-
facing video stream, which was the single source used for human transcriptions
of all utterances from passengers, AMIE agent and the game master. Since our
transcriptions-based intent/slot models assumed perfect (at least close to human-
level) ASR in the previous sections, we experimented with more realistic scenario
of using ASR outputs for intent/slot modeling. We employed Cloud Speech-to-
Text API to obtain ASR outputs on audio clips with passenger utterances, which
were segmented using transcription time-stamps. We observed an overall word
error rate (WER) of 13.6% in ASR outputs for all 20 sessions of AMIE.

Considering that a generic ASR is used with no domain-specific acoustic
models for this moving vehicle environment with in-cabin noise, the initial re-
sults were quite promising for us to move on with the model training on ASR
outputs. For initial explorations, we created a new dataset having utterances
with commands using ASR outputs of the in-cabin data (20 sessions with 1331
spoken utterances). Human transcriptions version of this set is also created.
Although the dataset size is limited, both slot/intent keyword extraction mod-
els and utterance-level intent recognition models are not severely affected when
trained and tested (10-fold CV) on ASR outputs instead of manual transcrip-
tions. See Table 7 for the overall F1-scores of the compared models.

Table 7: F1-scores of Models Trained/Tested on Transcriptions vs. ASR Outputs

Train/Test on Train/Test on
Transcriptions ASR Outputs

Slot Filling & Intent Keywords ALL Singleton Dyad ALL Singleton Dyad

Slot Filling 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93
Intent Keyword Extraction 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.96
Slot Filling & Intent Keyword Extraction 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.92 0.91

Utterance-level Intent Detection ALL Singleton Dyad ALL Singleton Dyad

Hierarchical & Separate 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.83
Hierarchical & Separate + Attention 0.89 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.84 0.84
Hierarchical & Joint 0.89 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.85
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Singleton versus Dyad Sessions. After the ASR pipeline described above is
completed for all 20 sessions of AMIE in-cabin dataset (ALL with 1331 utter-
ances), we repeated all our experiments with the subsets for 10 sessions having
single passenger (Singletons with 600 utterances) and remaining 10 sessions hav-
ing two passengers (Dyads with 731 utterances). We observed overall WER of
13.5% and 13.7% for Singletons and Dyads, respectively. The overlapping speech
cases with slightly more conversations going on (longer transcriptions) in Dyad
sessions compared to the Singleton sessions may affect the ASR performance,
which may also affect the intent/slots models performances. As shown in Table 7,
although we have more samples with Dyads, the performance drops between the
models trained on transcriptions vs. ASR outputs are slightly higher for the
Dyads compared to the Singletons, as expected.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We introduced AMIE, the intelligent in-cabin car agent responsible for handling
certain AV-passenger interactions. We develop hierarchical and joint models to
extract various passenger intents along with relevant slots for actions to be per-
formed in AV, achieving F1-scores of 0.91 for intent recognition and 0.96 for
slot extraction. We show that even using the generic ASR with noisy outputs,
our models are still capable of achieving comparable results with models trained
on human transcriptions. We believe that the ASR can be improved by col-
lecting more in-domain data to obtain domain-specific acoustic models. These
initial models will allow us to collect more speech data via bootstrapping with
the intent-based dialogue application we have built, and the hierarchy we defined
will allow us to eliminate costly annotation efforts in the future, especially for the
word-level slots and intent keywords. Once enough domain-specific multi-modal
data is collected, our future work is to explore training end-to-end dialogue
agents for our in-cabin use-cases. We are planning to exploit other modalities
for improved understanding of the in-cabin dialogue as well.
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